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A RESOLUTION

TO URGE AND REQUEST THE REEVALUATION OF THE EMERGENCY EVACUATION PLAN
ON CAMPUS AND IN ITS SURROUNDING AREAS WHEN THE EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
CENTER (EOC) ORDERS A MANDATORY EVACUATION OF CAMPUS

PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, WE RECENTLY EXPERIENCED A SITUATION IN WHICH
STUDENTS WERE REQUIRED TO COMPLETELY EVACUATE CAMPUS
AND;

PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, ASTER STREET, HIGHLAND ROAD, NICHOLSON, AND
BURBANK ALL EXPERIENCED TRAFFIC STANDSTILLS ON THE DAY
OF THE INCIDENT DUE TO THE EMERGENCY PLAN HAVING
UNFORESEEN FAULTS AND;

PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, IT IS DETERIMENTAL TO STUDENTS’ HEALTH AND
SAFETY TO BE STUCK IN TRAFFIC ON CAMPUS WHEN A
MANDATORY EVACUATION IS IN EFFECT AND;

PARAGRAPH 4: WHEREAS, IN RESPONSE TO THE MATTERS REGARDING THE SAFE
EVACUATION OF STUDENTS AND FACULTY, CHANCELLOR JENKINS
HAS STATED, “ALL OF THESE ISSUES WILL BE REVIEWED, AND WE
WILL LEARN FROM THIS EXPERIENCE IN THE EVENT WE EVER
FACE A SIMILAR UNFORTUNATE CIRCUMSTANCE LIKE THIS
AGAIN.” AND;

PARAGRAPH 5: WHEREAS, LSU PD HAS AGREED TO WORK WITH LSU STUDENT
GOVERNMENT IN ORDER TO DEVISE A CONSTRUCTIVE PLAN OF
ACTION

PARAGRAPH 6: THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE LOUISIANA
STATE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL AND
MECHANICAL COLLEGE STUDENT SENATE THAT THE
EMERGENCY EVACUATION PLAN SHOULD BE REEVALUATED FOR
OUR CAMPUS AND THE SURROUNDING AREAS IN THE CASE OF
EXTREME SITUATIONS IN WHICH THE EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
CENTER DEEMS A MANDATORY EVACUATION NECESSARY, AND

PARAGRAPH 7: BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT A COPY OF THIS
RESOLUTION BE SENT TO CHANCELLOR JENKINS, CAPTAIN CORY
LALONDE, AND THE EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER.

PARAGRAPH 8: THIS BILL SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE BY A SIMPLE
MAJORITY (1/2) VOTE OF THE LSU STUDENT SENATE AND
SIGNATURE BY THE PRESIDENT, UPON LAPSE OF TIME FOR
PRESIDENTIAL ACTION, OR IF VETOED BY THE PRESIDENT AND
SUBSEQUENTLY APPROVED BY THE SENATE, ON THE DATE OF
SUCH APPROVAL.
Approved:

_________________________  ________________________
Meredith Westbrook        R. Taylor Cox
Speaker of the Senate     Student Body President
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